Name: The Spook
Marcus Spector
Title: Legends of Justice: Shadows out of the East

Power: Psychological Invisibility
Can make people not notice him with his mind

Weakness: Subconscious Obstacles
Even when "invisible", people will get in his way

Quirk: Unswayed by emotional extremes

Traits:
★ Power Stunt: The Bond Effect
Can use his real name as an "alias" and no one will catch on
★ A Gypsy in every Port
Well known and liked among the Rom, who can be found almost everywhere
★ Cunning Linguist
Speaks many languages
★ Extraordinarily Well Equipped
Usually has the right tool for the job, whatever that might be
★ Graceful Movement
Highly dexterous, rarely stumbles or falls
★ Master of Disguise
Can alter his appearance to deceive others
★ Suave & Debonair
Presents a smooth, polished persona
★ Terribly Mysterious
Not much is known about his past, and he uses that to his advantage
★ Trained in the Orient
Has traveled to The East, and learned some of their ways
★ Well Traveled
Familiar with remote and exotic lands
★ Gypsy Amulet
A gift from the Gypsies that preserves health and speeds recovery time

Flaws:
★ Mistrusts Science
Will go with a less complex solution that is harder to accomplish over an easy one that is technological

Storypath Cards: